
Commercially Empowered Linked Open Data Ecosystems in Research 

CODE’s vision is to establish the foundation for a web-based, commercially oriented 
ecosystem for Linked Open Data.

Our use case focuses on research papers as a source for mining facts and their integration 
into LOD repositories and light-weight ontologies. Hence, we will leverage the wealth of 
knowledge contained in research publications on a semantic, machine-readable level by 
creating the Linked Science Data cloud.

The project runs from 1 May 2012 – 30 April 2014.

We will research and develop:

★ Crowd-sourcing enabled semantic 
enrichment & integration techniques for 
integrating facts contained in 
unstructured information into the LOD 
cloud

★ Federated, provenance-enabled querying 
methods for fact discovery in LOD 
reposi-tories

★ Web-based visual analysis interfaces to 
support human based analysis, 
integration and organisation of facts

★ Socio-economic factors – roles, revenue-
models and value chains – realisable in 
the envisioned ecosystem

The consortium brings together high-
potential partners, providing the resources 
for our vision:

★ Terabytes of research publications

★ Millions of light-weight ontologies

★ Steadily growing user community in the 
millions

★ Expertise in unstructured information 
analysis, distributed databases, semantic 
technologies, visual analytics and 
economic success factors in web 
businesses
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5. Support crowd-sourcing domain specific enrichment, integration, analysis and organization of facts 
contained in research papers. While the develop methods and principles will go beyond single 
domains,  in the project we will focus on biomedical and computer science research resources. 

Example: As user group we consider people associated with knowledge and technology intensive 
organisations, like researchers, analysts, students, etc. For example, by extracting drug-names (i.e. entities) 
and corresponding effects on test-groups (e.g. children, adults) from single publications, those facts can be 
aggregated, correlated and visualized over a set of publications. The aggregated data will be part of the LOD 
cloud and subject to analysis through other users. For example, persons creating marketing campaigns for 
certain drugs interested in the drug’s effectiveness in different test-groups like children vs. adults. By 
tracking provenance information of data, CODE will enable different economic value creation chains on the 
data. For example, revenues from selling data can be distributed among the joint creators of that particular 
data set. Driven by such incentives, users will start adding value to data, creating more valuable services. 
Services themselves will increase the number of users through adding value in creating new insights, and 
yielding yet more data. Figure 1 summarizes our motivation, the approach and potential revenue streams. 
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Figure 1: CODE’s approach depicting added value between components and corresponding potential revenue streams 

B"1.1.2 Produced"Data"Sets,"Data"Services"and"Definitions"
CODE aims to produce Aggregated Data Sets, which are defined as follows:  
Definition 1 – Aggregated Data Sets: An Aggregated Data Set is defined as Tuple <DOCUMENTS, 
FACTS, LINKS, METADATA, PROVENANCE,PRESENTATION> where  

• DOCUMENTS define a set of research papers represented via a unique URI (e.g. DOI) 
• FACTS define a set of Triples stating facts contained in DOCUMENTS plus their textual position 

o Simple facts define the occurrence of an entity in an document (e.g. “Support Vector 
Machines”) 

o Complex facts define the occurrence of an <Subject,Predictate,Object>  triple of entities in 
text. (E.g. <“Support Vector Machines”, “outperform”, “Naïve Bayes Classifier”>, 
<“Support Vector Machines”, “hasPrecision”, 35%>)) 

• LINKS define a set of RDF Links relating FACTS to external Linked Data Repositories or to 
lightweight ontologies  like MindMaps 

• METADATA define a set of triples describing additional metadata like sub-groups in DOCUMENTS 
and/or aggregated data from external Linked Data Repositories which does not have a textual 
representation in DOCUMENTS 

• PROVENANCE defines a set of triples describing provenance and licensing information for the 
Aggregated Data Set 

• PRESENTATION defines a set of triples supporting the visualisation and presentation of the 
Aggregated Data Set.  

The primary source of “Aggregated Data Sets” are annotated documents, which are defined in the following.  
Definition 2 – Document Annotation: We define a document annotation as a sequence of characters, which 
has been marked to belong to a certain class. FACTS constitute the set of annotations in an Aggregated Data 
Set. Three examples to clarify classes and annotations: the sequence “Support Vector Machine” is annotated 
to belong to the class of algorithms; the sequence “0.35” is annotated as number; the sequence “Precision 
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CODE Project Partners
Know-Center (Graz, Austria; know-center.tugraz.at)
The Know-Center is Austria’s research centre for knowledge 
management and knowledge technologies. Since its establishment in 
2001 it has been an innovation point at the interface between science 
and industry, successfully conducting  over 300 application-oriented research projects in cooperation 
with academic institutions and companies. Know-Center develops innovative knowledge services 
utilizing  semantic technologies and standards. For example, its KnowMiner software framework offers 
a rich set of knowledge discovery and visual analytics technologies targeting  the analysis of large, 
heterogeneous data repositories. The Know-Center is being  funded by Austria’s Competence Center 
Program COMET.

University of Passau (Germany; uni-passau.de)
Founded in 1978, the University of Passau combines a most up-to-date 
infrastructure with state-of-the-art technology, offering  its over 10,000 
students an ideal place to study. The two chairs involved in CODE, the 
chair of distributed information systems and the chair of media informatics, investigate distributed 
databases, multimedia system and automatic media analysis technologies to improve media access 
and management.

Mendeley (London, UK; mendeley.com)
Mendeley is one of the world’s largest research collaboration platforms, 
used by over 1.6 million researchers worldwide. Mendeley provides 
real-time statistics, trends by research area, and recommendations for 
related research based on its crowd-sourced database of over 225 million research documents. 
Launched in January 2009, the company has offices in London and New York, and its investors 
include former founders and executives of Skype, Last.fm and Warner Music Group.

MeisterLabs (Munich, Germany; mindmeister.com)
MeisterLabs develops and provides web-based productivity tools 
focusing  on simplicity, usability and easy collaboration. Its flagship 
product MindMeister  is the market-leading  web-based mind mapping 
and brainstorming solution. Over 300 million ideas have been generated by individuals and 
businesses using  its unique, award-winning  interface. As a cloud-based solution, MindMeister 
functions in any web browser and comes complete with native mobile applications for iPhone, iPad 
and Android.

Contact
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Stefanie Lindstaedt
Project Coordinator of CODE
Know-Center; Graz University of Technology
slind@know-center.at
+43 316 873 9250

Prof. Dr. Michael Granitzer
Scientific Coordinator of CODE
University of Passau
michael.granitzer@uni-passau.de
+49 851 509 3305
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